FACULTY ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO THE PRESIDENT

Meeting agenda October 29, 2010

1. Tuition, budgets, and state response – what’s next?
   Follow-up from Board of Trustees meeting
   Virginia Charter School model – something we could explore here?

2. Modification of Duties Policy/procedure (*postponed from Sept 2 meeting*)
   Inconsistencies in generation (by chairs) and acceptance (by Academic Affairs) of modifications
   Increase in teaching expectations
   Limited to birth/adoptions only (officially)

3. Administrative personnel decisions – role for faculty input?

4. Consequences to faculty of Policy on Alcohol and Illicit Drug Testing – options for moderation?
   According to the definition of “safety sensitive and high risk position”, all faculty who take field trips would fall into this category and thus be subject to randomized drug testing
   All faculty who hire work-study students, even for a few hours/week of office work, are ‘supervisors’ and must undergo training for the application of this policy

2010-2011 Members
Cara Delay, History
M. Scott Harris, Geology and Environmental Geosciences
Edward Hart, Music
Melissa Hughes, Biology (chair)
Morgan Koerner, German and Slavic Studies (secretary)
Larry Krasnoff, Philosophy
Celeste Lacroix, Communication
Robert Mignone, Mathematics
Clifton Peacock, Studio Art
Susan Rozzi, Health and Human Performance
Heather Tierney, Economics and Finance